2011 General Education Common Ground Curriculum

Jacobs School of Music

Foundations

English Composition

Mathematical Modeling

Breadth of Inquiry

Arts & Humanities – all music students will fulfill this category with MUS-T109/T151 or Z101/Z111.

Social & Historical Studies – all Bachelor of Music Education (BME) students will fulfill 3 credits in this category with EDUC-K205.

Natural & Mathematical Sciences – Recording Arts students will fulfill this requirement with PHYS-P105/P108.

World Languages & Cultures – BM Voice and BM Early Music Voice students have an exception to this requirement.
BM Voice students are required to complete first year language study in 3 languages (French, German and Italian).
BM Early Music Voice students are required to complete first year language study in 3 languages (chosen from French, German, Italian and Latin).

BME students are also required to complete CMCL-C121.
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